Sun Country Junior Tour Caddie Reference Guide
Who can be a caddie?
1) Players in the all age divisions may have a caddie
2) Caddies must at be at least 18 years old
3) To become a SCJT Caddie, individuals must complete the Caddie Certification
Quiz
4) Please note: Inappropriate conduct will result in the immediate revoking of a
Caddie Certification.

Why do we allow caddies?
Here are some main reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pace of Play
Keep kids on task
Help with confusing situations
Carrying their bag
Getting kids around the course correctly
Educating Players
Help kids make the transition from never playing competitive golf to tournament
golf
More accurate score keeping
Improve knowledge of the Rules of Golf

What is a caddie?
(Definition - p. 6 and p. 30-31 USGA Rules of Golf)
•
•
•

A "caddie" assists the player with the rules, and carries or handles the player's
clubs during play.
A player can only have one caddie at any one time.
Players and caddies must walk while playing in SCJT events.

What are the duties of a caddie?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carry the bag
Help with club selection
Help with etiquette
Rake the bunkers
Tend the flagstick
Help with score keeping
Limited help with the Rules of Golf

Things a caddie can do for the player?
•
•

Give advice
Caddie for more than one player.

•
•

o Example: If a player in the group besides your child does not have a
caddie, you may also caddie for that player, as well as your own child.
Please let the other players and parents in your group know that you will
be assisting both players.
Help player with the rules of golf.
If you give the wrong advice on a ruling and the player takes your advice, the
player is still responsible for any penalties that they may have committed. Always
remember that a rules violation by the caddie is the same as if the player violated
the rule. It is always better to ask a rules official to help with any rulings or
problems that may come up.

Things caddies CANNOT do!
•
•
•
•
•

Stand behind the player while he or she plays a stroke.
Touch the putting green to indicate the line of a putt (including hands, shoes, club,
etc.).
Touch or test the surface of a hazard (Including hands, shoes, club, etc.).
Kick or prevent a ball from its original path or placement (Rule 1-2 p.19 USGA
Rules of Golf).
Give advice to other players (unless you are also caddying for them).

Basic Rules of Golf for Caddies
Advice
(Rule 8, p. 36)
Definition - Advice is any counsel or suggestion that could influence a player in
determining his play, the choice of a club, or the method of making a stroke.
Do not give advice to fellow competitors. Your player will receive a 2 stroke penalty if
you do.
Examples of advice you may NOT give to other competitors are:
•
•

What club to hit - "Hit a 5 iron."
How to play a stroke - "You should hit the ball through those trees and over there
onto the fairway."

Obstructions
(Rule 24, p. 70 USGA Rules of Golf)
Definition - An obstruction is anything artificial or manmade. Except:
1)
2)

Objects defining out of bounds, such as walls, fences, stakes and railings; and
Any part of an immovable artificial object that is out of bounds.

There are two types of obstructions.
•
•

Movable Obstruction - an obstruction is movable if it may be moved without
unreasonable effort, without slowing down play, and without causing any type of
damage.
Examples: Coke can, plastic bag, towel, candy wrapper, etc.

•

Immovable Obstruction - any obstruction that does not qualify as a "movable"
obstruction, is classified an immovable obstruction.
1) Examples: Restrooms, ball washer, concrete or paved cart path, etc.

When can a player take relief from an obstruction?
•

•
•

Movable Obstruction(s) - if the ball does not lie in or on the obstruction, the
obstruction may be moved out of the way. If the ball moves in the process, it must
be replaced, and there is no penalty as long as the ball moved because you were
moving the obstruction out of the way.
Example: If a ball lands next to a coke can the player may remove the can. If the
ball moves in anyway while removing the can the player must replace the ball as
close as possible to where the ball first lay.
Immovable Obstruction - when a ball lies in or on the obstruction, or when the
obstruction interferes with the player's stance or the area of his intended swing.
1) Example - If a ball lands on a concrete cart path, the player may take
relief. Or if the ball is lying on a sprinkler head, the player may pick
up their ball and drop the ball in the correct way - see next section.

How to take relief from obstruction
1)

Determine the nearest point on the course where the obstruction is no longer in
the way, (this is referred to as nearest point of relief) which is not nearer the hole.
IMPORTANT: The nearest point of relief is not always the best point of relief or
the closest area with grass.
2) Take a stance with the club you would play the shot with, and then mark the spot
(with a tee) on the ground where the club head is.
3) Remove any club from your bag and lay it where one end is touching the tee.
Then mark the other end of the club with another tee (be sure the second tee is not
closer to the hole than the first tee).
4) Now drop a ball between the two tees. Be sure the ball does not roll closer to the
hole or roll more than two club lengths. Baring a few exceptions mentioned in
Rule 20-2c, the ball should now be in play and is ready for the next stroke to be
taken.
Abnormal Ground Conditions
(Rule 25, p. 74 USGA Rules of Golf)
Definition - an abnormal ground condition is:
1)
2)
3)

Any casual water on the course (puddles of water).
Any ground under repair (marked with white paint).
Hole, cast, or runway made by a burrowing animal. A player gets relief from the
ground condition except when the ball is in a water hazard or lateral water hazard.

Water Hazards & Lateral Water Hazards
(Rule 26, p. 78 USGA Rules of Golf) There are two types of water hazards:
1)

Water Hazard - any sea, lake, pond, river, ditch, surface drainage ditch or other
open water (marked with yellow stakes and/or yellow paint).
2) Lateral Water Hazard - a water hazard or part of a water hazard so situated so that

it is not possible or is deemed by the Committee to be impractical to drop a ball
behind the water hazard (marked with red stakes and or red paint).
Relief from a Water Hazard: There are 2 ways to take relief from a water hazard (marked
with yellow) with a penalty of one stroke:
1)

Play a ball as near as possible from where the ball that was hit in the water was
last played.
2) Drop a ball behind the water hazard, keeping the point where the ball last crossed
the line of the hazard directly between the hole and the spot where the ball is
dropped, with no limit how far behind the water hazard the ball may be dropped.
Relief from a Lateral Water Hazard: For a lateral water hazard, (marked with red) relief
may be taken the same as for a water hazard with 2 additional ways to take relief from a
lateral water hazard:
1)

Drop a ball outside the water hazard within two club lengths of and not nearer the
hole from the point where the original ball last crossed the margin of the water
hazard.
2) Drop a ball at a point on the opposite margin of the water hazard equidistant (the
same distance) from the hole.
What about drop areas? If drop area (usually a white circle close to the hazard) is
provided; it may be used as an additional option for taking relief from a Water hazard or
a Lateral Water Hazard. To do so, drop a ball, under a penalty of one stroke, in the drop
area.
Can you play a ball from a Water hazard or a Lateral Water Hazard?
Yes. In New Mexico, we have many "dry" water hazards, so this could happen quite
often. If your player chooses to play the ball from a hazard, the player must not:
1)
2)

Touch the ground or water in the hazard with his hand or club.
Touch or move a loose impediment (any natural object like stones, leaves, etc.)
lying in or touching the hazard.

Out of Bounds
(Rule 27, p. 80 USGA Rules of Golf)
Definition - Out of Bounds is beyond the boundaries of the course or any part of the
course so marked by the Committee (marked with white stakes, white lines or boundary
fences).
If the out of bounds line is marked by stakes, the inside edge of the stakes determines the
out of bounds line. Objects defining out of bounds CAN NOT be moved for any reason.
What to do if the ball is hit Out of Bounds?
1)

If a player hits their ball out of bounds, he or she MUST go back to the place
where the ball was last played and, under penalty of one stroke, play another ball.
2) If the ball was played from the teeing ground, the next ball may be teed and then
played from anywhere within the teeing ground. Otherwise a ball must be
dropped as near as possible to the place where the original ball was played.
In order to speed up play, if you believe the ball may be out of bounds, but are not sure if

it is in fact out of bounds, play a provisional (temporary) ball from the spot where the
original ball was struck. Continue play with the provisional (temporary) ball until you get
to the point where you believe the first ball may be. At this point you have 5 minutes to
search for the original ball. If after 5 minutes you have not found the ball, and then
continue to play the provisional ball. Because the original ball was hit out of bounds, add
a one stroke penalty to the score for that hole.
Ball Unplayable
(Rule 28, p. 83 USGA Rules of Golf)
A player may deem (declare) the ball unplayable at any place on the course except when
the ball is in a water hazard. The player is the only person who can declare the ball
unplayable. The Caddie may not deem a ball unplayable, but can advise the player.
If a player declares his ball unplayable he must add a penalty stroke and then:
Play a ball as near as possible at the spot from which the original ball was last
played; or
2) Drop a ball behind the point where the ball lay, keeping that point directly
between the hole and the spot where the ball is to be dropped. The player may go
as far back as they want; or
3) Drop a ball within two club lengths of the spot where the ball lay, but not nearer
the hole. If the ball is in a bunker and declared unplayable, the player must then
proceed with the above, but they cannot exit the bunker. The ball must be dropped
and played from inside the bunker.
1)

What to do when you don't know what to do
(Rule 3.3, p. 22 USGA Rules of Golf)
If during play the player and the caddie are not sure how to proceed under the rules, they
may play a second ball under Rule 3-3.
Before you play a second ball you MUST:
Announce to your fellow competitors that you will be playing 2 balls under Rule
3-3.
2) You must also inform the competitors which ball you want to count if the rules
permit.
3) The final step to playing two balls under Rule 3-3 is to let the Rules Official or a
Committee member know the details of what happened. They will then inform
you which ball should count. Even if you get the same score with both balls you
MUST let the tournament official know. If you fail to let an official know the
penalty is Disqualification (for SCJT events, the player will be assessed a
maximum score of 10).
1)

What if a ball is lost?
(Rule 27, p. 80 USGA Rules of Golf)
A player is allowed 5 minutes to search for a missing ball. If the ball is not found within
the 5 minutes, the player MUST go back to the place where the ball was last played and,
under penalty of one stroke, play another ball. If the ball was played from the teeing
ground, the next ball may be teed and then played from anywhere within the teeing

ground. Otherwise a ball must be dropped as near as possible to the place where the
original ball was played.

SCJT Rules
There are a few rules you need to know that are applicable to the Sun Country Junior
Tour. For complete rules, please refer to the SCJT Members Guide.
•
•

•

•

•

Scorecards: Before you begin play, you must exchange your scorecard with
another competitor in your group.
Ten Stroke Rule: A player shall take no more than 10 stokes on a hole. Any
player who has not holed out by his/her tenth stroke must pick up his/her ball
and continue to the next tee after his/her fellow competitors have completed
the hole.
Disqualification Policy for 7-12 year olds only: No player in the 7-12 year
old age divisions will be disqualified for any accidental violations of the Rules
of Golf. Instead, the player will be assessed a maximum score of 10 on any
hole where the infraction would normally lead to disqualification. In situations
where the round or hole has been completed, the score of 10 will apply to the
last hole played or to the hole where the infraction occurred. Exceptions: A
player or his caddie may be disqualified for code of conduct violations,
unauthorized use of electronic devices, or a deliberate infraction of the Rules
of Golf.
Pace of Play: Each player must play without undue delay, which is defined as
taking no more than 45 seconds to play a shot. Those players who are first to
play from a given area (tee, fairway, green, etc.) will have 10 extra seconds to
play their shot. Caddies are asked to please refrain from over-coaching the
player. It is the caddie's duty to help the player hit each shot within a
reasonable period of time.
Spectator Policy: Spectators will be allowed during SCJT events if permitted
by the host facility. Spectators are subject to the Spectator Code of Conduct
(see SCJT Member Guide) and may be asked to the leave course for any
violations thereof.

Caddie Agreement
I
(the Caddie) agree to provide the
following;
I.
I will provide traditional caddie services that I have been trained on within the best of my
abilities
II.
I will listen to my golfer and respect the caddie policies
III. I will not give lessons to my player during tournament play
IV. I will read through all caddie material and be aware of all policies, rules, and testing
required to be a SCJT Caddie
V.
I will help him/her to the best of my ability as a caddie

Agreement entered into this

day of

---------------------------------------(Caddie )

(month)

(year).

----------------------------------------(Golfer)

Important Tips Before You Get Started
There are a number of important things to consider before you pick-up the bag for
your caddie assignment;

•

Read the Caddie Training Manual, watch some golf on TV and talk to other
golfers and caddies.

•

Be well rested and ready to work hard.

•

Check the weather for the day. If you are caddying early in the morning or late
afternoon it will be a lot cooler than the expected high for the day; therefore,
dress accordingly.

•

Apply sun screen. Remember you are going to be outside in the sun for many
hours. Don't forget the back of the neck!

•

Wear a hat, bill to the front.

•

Towels are not supplied by the course, so make sure to bring your own and
nothing too colorful (white is preferred). You need one that you can wet (wet
one quarter of towel) for club cleaning.

•

Check with the course on their dress code to understand what is acceptable to
wear as a caddie. Shirts (keep shirts tucked in) with collars, socks and long
shorts are normally acceptable, comfortable shoes with no spikes; running shoes
are fine. Be well groomed, neatly dressed and dressed appropriately for the
weather.

•

Food is important. You will be carrying/pulling a bag for 4 to 5 miles during a
round so make sure you have eaten before and have some healthy snacks. Pop
and chocolate bars are not a smart choice.

•

Drink as much water as possible on the course. Don't let yourself get dehydrated.

•

Be on time. If you are assigned to a group at a specific time, make sure you have
made arrangements to get there at least half an hour early.

•

You are expected to carry a towel, ball repair tool, yardage card or book, score
card and pencil.

•

You are expected to be obedient and able to perform the tasks outlined in this
manual (checking yardage, tending the flag stick, raking the bunkers, locating
lost balls, replacing divots and repairing ball marks.)

Terms To Get Familiar With
1.

Divot - A piece of turf dug from a fairway in making a shot.

2.

Replace the Divot. Is retrieving the divot after the shot and replacing it back
where it came from.

3.

Tee - A little white peg (can be other colors) used to hold the ball off the ground
for tee shots at the start of the hole only.

4.

Honor - The right to play off of the tee (lowest score on previous hole).

5.

Penalty - If a player or caddie does not follow the rules the player can be
penalized with additional strokes. Please see rule book

6.

Away - Ball farthest from the hole hits first.

7.

You’re Away - It is your turn to play your shot.

8.

Another ball or provisional ball - If a ball is hit out of bounds or thought to be
lost another ball is required to be hit.

9.

Par - The score that is standard for players on each hole.

10.

Approach - The strike or shot to the putting green.

11.

Birdie - One stroke under par for the hole.

12.

Eagle - Two strokes under par for hole.

13.

Bogey - One stroke over par for a hole.

14.

Fore-caddie - A caddie who stations himself down the fairway, ahead of the
players to watch "blind" shots (shots that you can not see the landing area).

15.

Fore - A term that is yelled out when a ball is hit in the general direction of
someone. This is the warning call on the course. When you hear try and cover
your head and shelter yourself behind something if possible.

ALWAYS REMEMBER: The Rules of Golf make the caddie a "partner" of the player.
As a result, when a caddie breaks a rule, it is his player who must suffer the
penalty. So, if you want to be a good caddie, learn the Rules of Golf - or at least know
the ones that apply to you. Please refer to the 2012-2015 rule books from the USGA.

